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Handcrafted items.  
Finished products may vary slightly

UNICEF design exclusive 
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Dove Bread-Warmer Basket
This oval-shaped, whitewashed terra-cotta bread warmer heats up easily in the oven and nestles 
inside the hand-woven palm and kaisa grass basket. Made in Bangladesh. 12 ¾" length x 3 5⁄8" tall.
1UGG111 $35.00

Inspiring  
work of one 

woman

Mercury Glass Pumpkins
A set of two stunning and elegant gold and 
chartreuse mercury glass pumpkins. Made in India. 
Gold – 8 ¼" x 6 ¾" Chartreuse – 9 ¾" x 8 ¼". Lights 
inside not included.
1UGG120 $35.00

Pearl Wraparound Bracelet
This lovely and substantial wraparound bracelet 
features dozens of hand-strung cultured fresh-
water pearls. Made in the Philippines. 36 ½" long.
1UGG109 $45.00

Gifts that add a touch of warmth.

Artist Shipra Paal created this bread warmer through the fair trade 
group in Bangladesh. This work helps pay for her education and 
her family’s expenses, inspiring others to follow her example.

Caryl M. Stern 
Caryl M. Stern, President & CEO, U.S. Fund for UNICEF

I took this job the year I turned 50. I always say it was my 50th 
birthday present to myself. Because even on my worst days, I don’t 
go home sorry I’m here. I feel really lucky. To be one piece in this big 
wheel that saves the lives of so many children is a privilege.

Through your purchase of UNICEF cards and gifts, you can be a part 
of that big wheel, too. Every purchase you make can help UNICEF give 
children in some of the most remote and desperate places in the world a 
chance to grow up happy and healthy. 19,000 children die each day from preventable causes like 
hunger, disease, and lack of clean water. Even more are denied access to an education. UNICEF 
believes this number should be ZERO. Please take time to shop this catalog. Find that perfect gift or 
card for yourself and/or a special someone. Know that gift or card will generate more than just smiles.
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Stoneware Owl Lanterns
Wonderfully hand painted and glazed stoneware owl lanterns. Flameless candle not included. Indoor/Outdoor. 
Made in China. Caution: Not for use with real candles or near fire or flame. 

Small Owl (5 ½" tall)
1UGG116 $15.00

Medium Owl (9" tall)
1UGG117 $20.00

Large Owl (11" tall)
1UGG118 $25.00

Set of three 
1UGG119 $50.00

Cast Iron Jack 
O’Lantern
Hand-forged and durable cast iron 
in vibrant orange. Flameless candle 
not included. Indoor/Outdoor. 
Made in India. Caution: Not for 
use with real candles or near fire 
or flame. 6 1⁄2" tall.
1UGG115 $25.00

Halloween Box 
Card Assortment 
Share the giggles and grins 
of this spooktacular season 
with these whimsical jack 
o’ lantern designs. 4 designs 
and inside sentiments.  
12 cards, 13 envelopes.  
5" x 7"
UHS7455 $10.00

Autumn Owl  
Decoration
Add a touch of whimsy with 
this expertly crafted decorative 
metal accent. Perfect for indoor 
or outdoor display. Colorfully 
beaded and features three bells. 
Made in India. 8 ½" x 25".
1UGG112 $30.00

Welcome Fall 
with these delightful  

accents.

Save $10 When You Buy All Three!

For generations, millions of kids and adults  
have Trick-or-Treated for UNICEF.

Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF is one of the longest-running youth engagement campaigns in the 
U.S., enabling a community of kids to make a real, positive impact by helping other kids in a fun 
and important way. Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF donations provide kids in need with healthcare, 
clean water, nutrition, education, emergency relief, and more. To donate or learn more, visit 
trickortreatforunicef.org.

Flameless Pillar Candle
Uses 2 AA batteries, not included. 
Made in China. 4" tall x 3" diameter. 
1UGG1330 $10.00
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Gemstone Jewelry 
Bright, hand-set, faceted gemstones on silver-plated brass. Set of 3 unique 
bangles. Nickle-free, lightweight earrings. Made in India. 

Bracelets and Earrings Set 
1UGG1041 $50.00

Bracelets (2 1⁄2" diameter) 
1UGG1030 $35.00

Earrings (1 3⁄4" diameter) 
1UGG1047 $18.00

Around the World Mug
Warm your heart and your favorite 
beverage with this 12 oz. mug that features 
a circle of friends holding hands across 
every time zone. Peek inside to see a tiny 
globe. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Made in Sri Lanka. 
1UGG139 $12.00

Vibrant Tote
Bold and stylish, this canvas tote features a spacious interior with a smaller pocket inside and out. Leather handles 
embellished with a beaded leather tassel. 100% cotton. Made in China. 15" tall x 13" wide x 5" deep. 
1UGG143 $50.00

Jeweled Photo Frame
Display your cherished moments with this handcrafted 
wooden frame adorned with hundreds of faceted gems. 
Holds a 5" x 7" photo. Made in India. 9 ½" tall x 7 ½" wide.
1UGG123 $28.00

Add color  
                to your world.

back view

Guatemalan Star Ornaments
Brightly hand-painted terra-cotta stars. Set of 3.  
Made in Guatemala. 2 ¾" each.
1UGG1321 $24.00

Culture  
and

Tradition

Jose Antonio Arriola 
Rodenas carries on 
his family’s tradition, 
making ceramics. 
Antonio shapes and 
paints each star by 
hand, incorporating 
the colors, designs, 
and the richness of 
Guatemalan culture.

Handcrafted.  
No two are alike!

Bird Plate and Spreader
This vibrant ceramic plate is a 
wonderful addition to any table 
setting. Food and dishwasher 
safe, plate is accompanied with a 
ceramic and stainless steel spreader. 
Made in China. 8 1⁄2" x 5 1⁄2"
1UGG8803 $20.00
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Thai Silk Wristlet
This lovely accessory features hand-dyed Thai silk accented with a beautiful silk flower 
and tassel. Magnetic closure opens to a roomy interior and a small banded pocket for all 
your daily essentials. Made in Thailand. 6 ¾" tall (without strap) x 5 ¾" wide x 4 ½" deep.
1UGG101 $45.00

Beaded Butterfly Ornaments
Hand-embellished fabric with decorative stitching 
and beadwork. Set of 3 in red, gold and purple. 
Made in India. 4" wide x 3" tall.
1UGG8776 $24.00

Papier Mâché Ornaments
A set of four beautifully handcrafted, tole-painted ornaments nestle inside a 
box featuring traditional Indian design. Made in India. Box is 6" wide x 3" tall. 
Ornament 2 1⁄4" diameter.
1UGG8778 $24.00

Endless Knot Jewelry
Molded colored glass of the darkest hue shape these 
gorgeous accessories featuring a traditional Chinese knot 
pattern symbolizing love and friendship. Made in China.

Necklace (22" long) 
1UGG100 $35.00

Earrings (2 ½" long) 
1UGG4067  $18.00

Necklace and Earrings Set 
1UGG1502 $50.00

Help make  
ZERO a reality.

Each day, 19,000 children under age 
five die of conditions we can prevent, 
treat or cure. It doesn’t have to be that 
way. The solutions exist right now to 
save lives and ensure ZERO children 

die of preventable causes. We need 
your help to make ZERO a reality. 

Please stand with UNICEF and the 
world’s children.  

Visit www.unicefusa.org to learn 
what you can do.

Impeccably  
designed.

Expertly crafted.

With UNICEF’s help, this young girl from 
the poorest region of Côte d’Ivorie was 
able to obtain a birth certificate enabling 
her access to state-funded education.

Every child has  
a right to learn.
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Peacock Sculpture
Intricately sculpted metal peacock with capiz shell 
“feathers.” Tail is detachable for easy storage. Made 
in the Philippines. 24" tall x 31 3⁄4" wide.
1UGG1036 $60.00 No Two Are Alike!

Crafted 
through  

collaboration

In a small Filipino studio, this peacock’s shape was hand fashioned by 
Arnold Francisco and embellished with locally harvested shells by  
Wilfredo Sitenta. Renato Valerio adds the finishing touches.

Mother and Child Sculpture
Beautifully hand-sculpted from Haitian soapstone. 
Bottom of sculpture is engraved with the artist’s 
name. Made in Haiti. 7" tall.
1UGG1046 $50.00     No Two Are Alike!

Message of  
the Season  
Ornaments
Adorn your tree 
with the message of 
Joy, Peace, and Love 
with this set of three 
colorfully beaded metal 
ornaments. Made in 
India. Joy 4", Peace 5 ½", 
Love 4"
1UGG138 $35.00

Tasseled Pearl Necklace
Dozens of exotic glass faux pearls are hand-knotted 
and accented with a detachable beaded tassel. Made 
in Thailand. 22" long.
1UGG107 $40.00

Carved Mango Wood Serving Tray
An expertly hand-carved leaf pattern on a richly stained 
mango wood serving tray. Made in India. 18" x 12"
1UGG124 $50.00

A world  
             of beautiful things.
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Tree of Life Frame
Hand-carved from sustainable mango wood. Embellished 
with golden bronze highlights. Holds 4" x 6" vertical 
photo. Made in Thailand. 9 1⁄8" tall x 7 1⁄8" wide.
1UGG1037 $24.00

Men’s Peruvian Scarf
Made of warm, finely woven 100% 
Alpaca wool featuring a handsome 
and authentic Peruvian design. Made 
in Peru. Hand wash or dry clean only. 
One size fits most. 60" x 6"
1UGG110 $45.00

Tree of Life Bookends
The Tree of Life motif has been expertly 
hand-carved from Sheesham wood in 
this set of 2 remarkable pieces of home 
décor. Made in India. 6 ¾" tall. 
1UGG129 $55.00

Leather Knickknack Holder 
A Tree of Life design is hand-stamped into fine genuine 
leather that has been dyed, shaped, and tied into this unique, 
handsome, and practical home accessory. Made in Peru.  
3" tall x 8 1⁄2" wide x 8 1⁄2" deep.
1UGG128 $58.00

Hand Carved Chess Set
A stunning 32-piece set of hand carved beechwood chess pieces 
nestled inside a birch and limewood carrying case that folds into 
the playing board. Made in Poland. Opens to 16" wide x 16" long 
x 1" tall. Pieces 2"–3 1⁄2" tall.
1UGG126 $75.00 Available after September 3, 2013

To give. To keep.  
           To make a difference.

© 2011 U.S. FUNd For UNICEF

Lifesaving supplies are 
provided for the child survivors 
of the Syrian conflict.

Every child has 
a right to be 
cared for.
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CHILDREN
with trauma 
counseling.

UNICEF has
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A Polish tradition handed down from 
generation to generation; these exquisite 
ornaments are hand-made, requiring 
high skill, talent and extensive training 
of the meticulous artisans. 

A tradition of excellence

Message of the  
Season Hanging Art
Adorn your home with 
the message of Joy, Love, 
and Peace featured in this 
charming handcrafted metal 
hanging décor. Made in 
India. 26 ½" tall.
1UGG113 $35.00

Tree of Life Decorative Accent
An elegant and weighty cast-metal, bronze-dyed 
tree. Perfectly designed for home décor or a table 
centerpiece. Ornaments not included. Made in 
India. 20" x 21"
1UGG130 $60.00

Bejeweled Egg Ornaments
A charming set of 3 delicately crafted and expertly 
designed ornaments of blown glass featuring pearl 
embellishments with golden accents. Made in Poland. 
String not included. 1 3⁄5" tall.
1UGG134 $25.00

Mango Wood Chip & Dip Server
Handcrafted from sustainable mango wood. Food safe. Hand wash. Made in the 
Philippines. Approximately 14" diameter by 2 3⁄4" tall. 
1UGG1048 $45.00 No Two Are Alike!

Set of Four Beaded  
Ornaments 
Deck the halls with this delightful 
set of four dimensional and 
intricately hand-beaded ornaments. 
Made in Guatemala. Santa 2 1⁄4" 
tall, Reindeer 2 ½" tall, Tree 2" tall, 
Snowman 1 3⁄4" tall.
1UGG131 $24.00

Share 
all the joy  
of the season.

Remarkable  
craftsmanship

From a single block of 
mango wood, Filipino 
artist Joel de la Cruz 
hand carves this beautiful 
chip and dip server.
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Brilliant Brass Bangles
A set of 5 lightweight bangles of hand-stamped brass adorned with gemstone accents. Made in India. 2 ¾" diameter.
1UGG102 $35.00

The art of  
opportunity

These colorful ornaments were created by a cooperative of Central 
American artists whose organization has provided opportunities 
for a better life to its members for more than 30 years.

Peruvian  
Fingerless Gloves 
Made of soft, finely 
woven 100% Alpaca wool, 
these stylish gloves offer 
comfort, warmth, and 
mobility. Made in Peru. 
Hand wash or dry clean 
only. One size fits most.
1UGG103 $35.00

Ladies’ Peruvian Scarf 
This beautifully designed scarf offers 
the warmth and comfort of soft, finely 
woven 100% Alpaca wool. Made in 
Peru. Hand wash or dry clean only. 
One size fits most. 68" x 7"
1UGG104 $40.00

Ladies’ Peruvian Fingerless 
Gloves and Scarf Set 
1UGG1501 $67.00

Beaded Brass Cuff
Hundreds of tiny glass beads adorn this stylish 
handmade fashion accessory. Made in India.  
2 3⁄4" diameter x 2" tall. Adjustable.
1UGG106 $28.00

Beaded Velvet Jewelry Roll
This stylish accessory features a velvet exterior with woven glass beads 
and a beaded tassel. A satin interior reveals three zippered pockets for 
necklaces, bracelets, and a roll for rings. Made in India. 7" x 10"
1UGG4065 $20.00

Mercury Glass  
Ornaments
Add a touch of elegance to your holiday décor with 
this set of four jewel-toned mercury glass ornaments. 
Made in India. String not included. 2" each.
1UGG137 $20.00

Salvadoran  
Village Ornaments 
Charmingly designed, this delightful set of 4 hand-carved and painted 
wooden ornaments are presented in their custom painted gift box.  
Made in El Salvador. Tree not included. Ornaments are 1"– 1 3⁄4" tall.  
Box is 2" tall x 4 ½" wide x 3 1⁄5" deep.
1UGG133 $32.00

The warmth,  
    color, and beauty  
      of the season.

save!Buy Both

an
d
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Circle of Friends Lunch Bag 
Soft-sided lunch bag zips closed. Wipe clean. 
Plastic/polyester. Made in China.  
9" tall x 6 ½" wide x 2 ¾" deep.
UGG1304 $12.00

Circle of Friends Umbrella 
Child-size nylon umbrella with UNICEF’s exclusive 
“Circle of Friends” design. Made in China. 25 1⁄4" tall.
1UGG1042 $18.00

Circle of Friends Key Ring 
Show your support for UNICEF every day. Made in 
China. 2" diameter. 
1UGG1029 $12.00

Every child 

Coconut Shell Ukulele
Kids will have fun making music with this remarkably 
crafted and lightweight Ukulele. Made in the 
Philippines. Ages 3–8. 17" x 7" x 2 1⁄2" 
1UGG8800 $30.00 No Two Are Alike!

Marine Life Bath Towel & Mitt Set 
Make bath time fun with this three-piece set of 
two bath mitts in the shape of a goldfish and an 
octopus and a coordinating bath towel featuring 
whales, goldfish, octopi, and sea turtles. Machine 
washable. 100% polyester. Made in China.  
Towel – 52" x 24" Fish Mitt – 9 1⁄2" x 6 3⁄4" 
Octopus Mitt 10" x 6 3⁄4"
1UGG141 $35.00

B/W

Record a  

special m
essa

ge

Lacing Pony
With lace-up tail and mane, children can customize their 
pony with color. Made in China. 6" wide x 7 ¾" tall.  
Ages 3+. 
1UGG8801 $15.00

deserves a chance to 
grow, learn, and discover.

Recordable Handprint
Create a keepsake by casting your child’s handprint. A  
record function preserves your child’s voice, creating a lasting 
memory. Comes with easel. Made in China. 7" diameter. 
Paints not included.
1UGG1049 $16.00

Safari Bib & Blanket Set
Single-layer baby blanket with hoodie 
and 2 reversible bibs. Features elephant, 
giraffes, tortoise, birds, and lion. Machine 
washable. 100% cotton. Made in China. 
Bib 7 1⁄4" x 12 1⁄4"; Blanket 31 1⁄2" x 31"
1UGG140 $30.00
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Bright Blooms     
Flower designs pop with bright colors and glittery 
sparkles. Blank. 12 cards, 2 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE77 $12.00

Stock up on cards  
      and help children  
      around the world. 

Pretty Landscapes
Watercolor scenes of a peaceful meadow, an island 
beach, a rocky coast and mountain lake framed in golden 
bronze. Blank. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE1005 $10.00 

Happy Birds 
Playful woodland scenes embellished with glossy, 
raised ink for an embossed look. Printed on premium 
paper. Blank. 12 cards, 2 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE78  $12.00

African Wildlife 
Rounded foil and embossed detailing add layers of texture framing elephants, giraffes, gazelles and zebras.  
Blank. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE76 $12.00

Kids Around a Big World 
Glistening gold foil and embossed detailing add dimension 
to a popular UNICEF design. Blank. 12 cards,  
1 design. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" 
UBE80 $12.00

Cupcake Party 
Tiny, festive cakes adorn this boxed set of birthday 
greetings. Blank. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" 
UYE92 $10.00

$4.95  
With the Purchase of Any  
2 Every Day or Seasonal  

Boxed Cards*
Enter Promo Code: 495CARDS.

Greeting Card Organizer 
5 blank dividers. Made in China.  
9" long  x 4 ¼" wide x 6 ¾" tall.
1UGG1044 $15.00

*Offer good through December 31, 2013 or while supplies last. Excludes sale-priced boxed cards.
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Cards that make  
a real difference.

Birthday  
Collection
A big collection of birthday 
cards. 24 different card 
designs, 25 envelopes.  
4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UYE91 $20.00

A birthday card 
for everyone on 
your list! 

Birthday Dots
Embossed designs with a bit of shine. Blank inside. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UYE1100 $12.00 

Indian Textures 
Embossed designs inspired by Indian textiles and accented with gold foil.  
Blank. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE1008  $12.00

Cake and Sparklers 
A slice of cake sparkles and shimmers with glossy 
accents and gold bronze. Embossed detailing. 
12 cards, 1 design. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" 
UYE94  $12.00

Asian Textiles 
Layered designs inspired by ancient tapestries and 
accented with gold bronzing. Blank. 12 cards,  
2 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE79  $10.00

Ancient Doorways
Traditional doorways in Kasbah, Morocco; Paris, 
France; Jaisalmer, India; and Mombasa, Kenya. 
Blank. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE1006 $10.00

Colorful Friends
Lively designs with elephant, giraffe and owls 
highlighted with a touch of sheen. Blank. 12 cards,  
3 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE75  $10.00

Individual designs may vary.

This mother in Guinea-Bissau holds 
her children close, knowing they 
are protected against measles. 

Every child has  
a right to survive.
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UNICEF supplies
vaccines for  

more than 
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Painted Flowers
Contemporary watercolor designs with a touch of shimmering 
bronze. Blank. 12 cards, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE1007 $10.00 

Mixed Occasion  
Collection
Keep in touch all year long with 
this big, 24-card collection of  
5 birthday, 4 thank you and  
15 blank designs, plus 25 
envelopes. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UME66 $20.00

Includes birthday, thank you and blank.

Blank Note Card  
Assortment 
A large, 24-card collection of  
UNICEF’s classic designs. Blank.  
24 different card designs, 25 envelopes. 
4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE64 $20.00

Timeless designs.  
Good for any  
occasion.

Individual designs may vary.

Individual designs may vary.

Exotic Thank You 
Red, black and gold come together luxuriously with 
shimmering foils, beautiful bronzes and textured embossing. 
Blank inside. 24 cards, 25 envelopes, 4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UTE81  $24.00

Peacock Splendor 
Stylized peacock and feathers in bold color combinations. 
Blank. 12 cards, 3 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE1009 $10.00

Warm designs  
        to share.

Window Gardens 
Opulent gardens in Scotland, England, France and 
Canada. Bordered in gold bronzing. Blank. 12 cards,  
4 designs. 4 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4"
UBE74 $10.00

Sustainable  
Solutions

Many products offered in this 
catalog are sourced from fair 

trade organizations, providing 
sustainable wages for the 

artists who create many of 
our handcrafted gifts. To help 

conserve natural resources, the 
minimal paper and packaging 

essential to protecting your 
purchase during shipment is 

used. Our cards, envelopes, and 
even this catalog are made from 

paper acquired from  
well-managed forests.
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Holiday Gift Wrap Bundle
A collection of 4 wonderful UNICEF designs perfect for your holiday gift presentations. 
Includes 1 green and 1 gold tassel, and 6 sheets each of red and gold tissue. 
1UGG142 $19.95

UNICEF 2014 Day Planner 
Features one-week-per-page design with contact 
pages. Designates major holidays, worldwide 
festivals and United Nations’ Days. Spiral bound. 
Made in the European Union. 7" x 8 3⁄4"
1UGG144 $22.00

UNICEF 2014 Pocket Planner 
Includes week and year-at-a glance pages, international 
holidays, dialing codes and contact pages. 144 pages 
with ribbon marker. Black bonded leather. Made in the 
European Union. 6 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄4"
1UGG145 $13.50

Caring  
     is always in season.

UNICEF 2014  
Children’s Art Calendar
Sunday-through-Saturday monthly 
calendar featuring the artwork of 
children across the globe. Designates 
major U.S. holidays. Made in China. 
11" x 11"
1UGG8804 $16.00

Advent Calendar 
Calendar with 24 flaps. Includes blue mailing 
envelope for gift giving. Made in China. 12" x 8 3⁄4"
1UGG1503    $11.95

5-Piece Nativity Set 
Expertly hand-painted and carved Alstonia Scholaris wood figures representing 
the Holy Family. Made in Indonesia. Wood base not included. Mary 6 1⁄2" tall, 
Joseph 6 ¾" tall, Angel 6 ¼" tall, Lamb 3 ¼" tall, Goat 4" tall.
1UGG114 $60.00

A new design 

for 2014.

I Believe in Zero: Learning from  
the World’s Children
President and CEO of the U.S. Fund for UNICEF 
Caryl M. Stern draws on her travels around the 
world, offering memorable stories that present 
powerful lessons about life.  Hardcover, 272 pages.
1UGG1500 $25.99 Available after October 1st
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So many  
   ways to share  
     the joy of the  
     season.

Decorative  
Greeting Card/
Photo Holder
Display your holiday 
greetings and/or photos with 
this handcrafted metal wall 
display. Colorfully beaded 
and features five bells. Made 
in India. 14 ½" x 20 ½"
1UGG125 $55.00

C. Sparkling Season 
This stunning design features dazzling foils and 
sparkling glitter, accented with a gemstone.  
10 cards, 11 envelopes.
URS6812 $27.00

B. Dove of Peace 
This impeccably designed card features 
bronze, foil and glitter accents and the 
international symbol of peace as a  
detachable ornament. 10 cards,  
11 envelopes.
URS6822 $27.00

A. Lustrous Snowflake
This stunning laser-cut design features 
dazzling foils and sparkling glitter. 10 cards, 
11 envelopes.
URS6815 $27.00

Exquisitely designed and expertly crafted, 
these very special cards offer all the 
wonder and beauty of the season.

Exclusive this Season

a

b

c

This child grows stronger 
with porridge enhanced with 
micronutrient powder provided 
by UNICEF.

Every child has  
a right to grow.
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UNICEF supports
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These cards are available September 3, 2013
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Peace Medallion 
An exotic dove design shimmers in golden bronze and 
hot foil. “Peace” in the 6 official U.N. languages, plus 
Japanese, Dutch, German, Korean and Italian. 12 cards.
URS2129  $12.00
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Journey to Bethlehem 
The Holy Family’s journey glows in a striking 
lithograph on foil design. 12 cards. 
URS1131  $12.00

Snow Flurries 
Winter’s first snow glistens with sparkles and gold foil. 
12 cards. 
URS2187  $12.00

Crimson Elegance 
Graphic snowflake design shimmers with foil and glitter 
accents. 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
URS2022 $20.00

Calm and Bright 
Peaceful nature design in gorgeous golden tones with a 
wash of bronze and touches of foil. 12 cards.
URS1055 $12.00

Children’s Star 
Inspiring star design embossed 
and accented with delicate micro-
glitter. 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
URS2012 $20.00

Sterling Paisley 
Stunning paisley design embellished with silver bronze 
and foil accents. 12 cards.
URS1105 $12.00

Happy Holiday Town 
Delightfully decorated town, features glittery accents. 
12 cards.
URS1025 $12.00
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Stringing Christmas lights as decoration traces back to the tradition 

of using candles to decorate Christmas trees.
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Silhouette Dove
A dove in a silhouette of 
raised blue and green foil. 
20 cards, 21 envelopes.
URS2137 $20.00

Winter Friends
Embossed with silver bronzing and 
glittery sparkles. “Peace, Joy and 
Friendship” appears inside in the  
6 official U.N. languages. 12 cards. 
URS2169  $12.00

The 6 official 
U.N. languages  

are English, 
French, 
Russian, 
Chinese, 

Spanish and 
Arabic.

Chanukah Tree
The Tree of Life spun in golden 
bronze. “Happy Chanukah” in 
English and Hebrew. 12 cards.
UKS1094  $10.00

Angel
Brightly painted angel design embellished with raised 
gold foil and bronze on premium paper. 12 cards.
URS3005 $12.00

Hanukkah Menorah
Wonderful embossed menorah design with touches of 
bronze. 12 cards.
UKS1002 $10.00

Tree of Hope
Touching tree design with glittery touches. 12 cards.
URS2015 $12.00

O Holy Night
Beautiful nativity design with delicate touches of gold 
bronze. 12 cards.
URS2025 $10.00

A World of Happiness
Joyful embossed design 
welcomes the season to every 
home with gold bronze accents. 
12 cards.
URS1015 $10.00

Glow of the Season
Beautiful candles design 
featuring gold foil and bronze. 
12 cards.
URS1042 $12.00

Peace to All
A lovely design with 
silver bronze accents 
and a tender thought to 
share. 12 cards.
URS2032 $10.00
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It is believed that the first Christmas tree with electric lights appeared in 1882.
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Holiday Collection
A 20-card bundle of UNICEF’s 
popular holiday designs. 
Assortment varies. 20 cards,  
21 envelopes.
URS1206  $20.00        

Individual  
designs may vary.

Stock up on  
UNICEF’s most  
popular holiday  
cards!

Silver Trees
Delicate trees and snowflakes glisten 
in silver hot foil against a silver 
bronze background. 12 cards.
URS1123 $12.00

Golden Forest
Woodland creatures and 
tree shimmer in gold and 
silver foil. 12 cards. 
URS1101  $12.00

Winter Berries
Embossed holly accented with gold bronzing and 
glittery sparkles. 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
URS1151  $20.00

Deer Friends
Watercolor design with glittery gold bronze. Printed 
on premium textured paper. 12 cards.
URS2179 $12.00

Peace & Joy
A simple and kind thought tastefully lettered and 
embossed with silver bronze. 12 cards.
URS1022 $10.00

Bastin Wreath
Lush wreath with gold bronze and glittery accents by 
renowned Dutch artist Marjolein Bastin. 12 cards.
URS1156  $12.00

Snow What Fun!
Whimsical glittery design 
that is sure to make them 
smile. 12 cards.
URS2035 $12.00

All Around the World
Silver bronze and raised gold foil 
bring this stunning and globally- 
conscious design to life. “Happy 
Holidays” appears inside in the 6 
official U.N. languages. 12 cards.
URS1012 $12.00
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